Summary—**Glory Bowl** will be a night to remember! The Bible has hundreds of names for God. Using Scripture along with thought provoking questions will teach your girls why He deserves much glory. This activity will be a great time of interaction and praise.

**Supplies needed**—Print the 5 pages of *Glory Bowl Names of God* and cut out the 20 names of God cards. Play background music.

**Instructions**—Give each girl a *Name of God*. Have them spend 5-10 minutes quietly reading the Scriptures and asking themselves the questions. Afterward, they will come back together as a group and tell each other what they learned and why this name is so important to us.

You can play background music if you would like so that the room isn’t silent. This is a time of praise and worship in a way they may have never experienced before.

When the girls come back have them sit in a circle. You or one of your oldest girls can lead with an example of how to share what they learned. Do something fun after each girl shares. For example, raise your hands in the air and say, “Hallelujah! Praise ______! (Insert Name of God that was just shared)” Or encourage clapping and cheering like they might for a sports game. While they might feel silly at first, this is like a Superbowl of Praise!

**Other Information/Tips**

Depending on the age and maturity of your girls you may have to intentionally separate them so that they stay focused for 5 minutes. You may even encourage them to face a direction that doesn’t face other girls.

You can also pass out the *Names of God* the meeting before you plan to do this activity and have the group look for examples of the “name” during the week. You may need to print two sets of the 20 *Names of God* cards in case a girl forgets hers the next week or wasn’t present.